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Digital Watchdog® and Maxxess Integrate eFusion System
and DW Spectrum® IPVMS for Access Control

DW Spectrum IPVMS v4.2

Cerritos, CA (May 14, 2021) – Digital Watchdog® (DW), the industry leader in digital
recorders, surveillance cameras and related management software, and Maxxess Systems,
a global leader in event response management and collaboration systems, announce their
new partnership to deliver a complete video surveillance solution to help manage security
threats. Unlike standalone systems for video management, this new complete solution helps
organizations detect security threats in real-time trigger immediate automated security
system protocols and then follow through by taking appropriate actions in unity with their
policies and tracking results to completion.
“We are excited to welcome Maxxess Systems as a Technology Partner into the DW
Spectrum ecosystem,“ said Patrick Kelly, Director of IP Solutions, Digital Watchdog. “This
integration combines the best of two leading platforms, in the physical security space, to
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create a powerful solution for users by increasing situational awareness and coordinating
their security.”
“We pride ourselves in being able to utilize existing products the customer already has
whenever possible.” said Nancy Islas, President of Maxxess Systems, “This new complete
solution integrates the latest video surveillance technology with our security management
system that provides a single user interface for all video to guide managers as they follow
through to ensure the safety and security of their staff and visitors.”
DW Spectrum IPVMS is accessed with the freely distributed DW Spectrum client
software (Windows®/Linux®/Mac®) and the free DW Spectrum mobile app for iOS and
Android devices. DW Cloud™, a web client service powered by AWS, is included to
enable simple remote connectivity, streaming and management of one or an
unlimited number of DW Spectrum IPVMS systems from all leading web browsers
(Google® Chrome, Firefox®, Internet Explorer®, Safari® and Opera®). The VMS software
is included with pre-configured DW Blackjack® NVR servers, MEGApix® CaaS™ all-inone camera systems or it can be installed on third-party Windows or Ubuntu® Linuxbased systems.
This unique new solution brings together two key elements to create the complete solution.
The first is the easy, cutting-edge video surveillance system from Digital Watchdog that is
designed to monitor operations more efficiently. This powerful video technology is perfect
for lobbies, hallways, and other key access points.
When an unusual event is detected, an alert is set to the second key element of the system
– the eFusion unified security management platform from Maxxess. The eFusion system is
integrated with the video management system and can take immediate action
programmed to be in alignment with company policies. For example, the system can
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associate an alarm event with specific cameras. If a door is forced open, the system can
be set up to call cameras from the Digital Watchdog so that the security team can validate
whether or not there was a break-in. This integration allows customers to connect to different
video systems simultaneously providing a single user interface.
The need for video surveillance will continue. This complete solution offers many
advantages over stand-alone video surveillance systems, including:
1. The ability to send both the alarm event and the video feed to the desktop and/or
the web app of the eFusion system, making it accessible to anyone with authorized
access instantly.
2. Allows for centralization of multiple operations, which results in more effective and
efficient security.
3. Designed to enhance the way your team interacts with your systems, improve
response times and helps make video actionable.
4. Provides an easy-to-use user interface, which reduces the amount of time spent
training on various systems and how they work together.
5. Security alerts can be routed to the responsible departments or people automatically
and without delay.
6. And, the eFusion solution logs all actions for audit, review, or similar purposes.
DW and Maxxess will host a joint Works with DW Spectrum webinar on June 8th, at 11 AM EST.
Click here to register and reserve your spot.
To learn more about DW Spectrum IPVMS v4.2 and all of DW’s industry-leading video
surveillance products, visit us at www.dwspectrum.com and www.digitalwatchdog.com. To view the full list of DW partners, please visit us at https://digitalwatchdog.com/dwpartners/.
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ABOUT DW
DW® empowers our customers as the industry-leading single source of value-driven
NDAA/TAA compliant complete solutions for all video surveillance applications (Universal
HD over Coax® / hybrid / IP enterprise), focusing on ease of use and ROI. DW® products offer
technologically-advanced features including multi-sensor HD cameras at real-time 30fps,
Star-Light Plus™ color in darkness technology, WDR, Smart DNR™ and Smart IR™. Complete
IP megapixel surveillance solutions include single- and multi-sensor MEGApix® cameras and
edge recording systems, Blackjack® servers and NAS devices, DW Spectrum® IPVMS for
server, mobile and on-camera control. Complete Universal HD over Coax® surveillance
solutions include single- and multi-sensor Star-Light Plus™ cameras, VMAX® DVRs and C3®
remote management and event server software. DW® supports all video surveillance
systems with SiteWatch™ motion detectors and NightWatch™ illuminators. DW’s Elevated
Skin Temperature System (E.S.T.™) automatically prescreens everyone entering a
building.
ABOUT Maxxess
Maxxess is a U.S.-based, privately held, global corporation specializing in security
management solutions and innovative technologies that are effectively transforming
the way businesses approach and implement security. Leading organizations
worldwide, from healthcare to hospitality and transportation to telecommunications,
choose Maxxess for the company’s expertise in access control, security system
management software, and mobile safety applications. Visit https://maxxesssystems.com/ to learn more.
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